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Photo: Russell Silcock 

Flying in - Nelson Lakes Management Hunt – Who dares, wins! 

 

Happy times on AHT night – results and more pics below. 
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Editorial 

The usual question of “what’s some news this month?” is definitely not a 

problem for this edition! Deciding what order of priorty to place all the great 

stories has been the main headache!  

However, precedence is taken by our Annual General Meeting, which is a 

critical part of our calendar in terms of remaining a legal and effective entity 

on your behalf, and reaffirming our mandate with you, our members. 

Especially note that we are seeking a new Secretary as Aaron takes a well 

earned break and also we will combine the AGM with our awards ceremony 

for competitions and a good social time to boot (free pizza!). Noting that, a shout out for McCashin’s 

for their support of AHT and Photocomp, providing a great venue and two $50 vouchers fopr photo 

and trophy sections! See the results of a great Club night with AHT below. 

The initiative to take on the operational management of the Nelson Lakes Animal Control Project has 

led to a small group of dedicated guys (Trevor and Russel from Marlborough branch) and David 

Haynes from our own Committee doing the significant donkey work to launch and an effective and 

focused hunt in the back of NLNP. All home safe, with plenty of deer and tales to tell. More below and 

I am expecting David to write a full feature for the July Echo. Expect this event to occur again next 

year! I certainly now wish I had gone this time! 

May saw us return to Molesworth for a meat hunt, which turned into a trophy hunt. Molesworth – full 

of cultural and historic heritage, landscapes, habitats and opportunities. This is a “gem in the crown” 

for backcountry recreational activities in the South Island with hunting a key attribute; but many other 

leisure activities occur there too. And its big….I mean really big - 1,800 square kilometers, 440,000 

acres, i.e. slightly larger than Rakiura/Stewart Island! Molesworth is a Recreation Reserve….. and so, 

what is a Recreation Reserve? Here is the opening statement in the Reserves Act (of course it’s more 

complicated than that in detail but…..) with my emphasis: 

17 Recreation reserves 

(1) It is hereby declared that the appropriate provisions of this Act shall have effect, in relation to 

reserves classified as recreation reserves, for the purpose of providing areas for the recreation 

and sporting activities and the physical welfare and enjoyment of the public, and for the 

protection of the natural environment and beauty of the countryside, with emphasis on 

the retention of open spaces and on outdoor recreational activities, including recreational 

tracks in the countryside. 

Over the past few years, lead-up information gathering surveys and hui have been held to inform the 

Molesworth Management Plan drafting. The now looming draft Plan will be the key opportunity to 

have our say and codify the future of the area. We will need to be there “with bells on” at submission 

time to ensure the principles and intent of clause 17 are upheld for all! 

Finally, spent useful and interesting time in Wellington recently with Gwyn and our President, Craig 

meeting both Minister McClay and Outdoor Access Commission team. We were well received, and 

the door is open to improving access in those areas where it has been marginalised over time. More 

to come on this important topic. 

Good Hunting & Safe Shooting - Richard Wells  
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AGM, Prizegiving and Social Night – 

Wednesday June 26th - doors open at 7pm. 

Agenda: 

AGM - 7.30 – 8 pm 

Prizegiving for AHT and Photo competition 8 - 8.30 pm 

Social – ongoing with some food provided. 

 

Our wonderful club needs a new Secretary as Aaron takes some time to be more available for his 

increased family. This role is pretty simple nowadays as we have good systems and templates to 

manage the documents etc involved in administering our branch and meetings. This does mean 

candidates need to have reasonable laptop and computer skills. They also need to be available for 

our committee meetings which are held on first Tuesday of every month (except Jan and April) 7-

9pm. Anyone wishing to help will be well supported by the Committee. If you can help or want to 

know more about what is involved please contact the Secretary Nelson NZDA 

aarons@nzdanelson.co.nz  

 

Meet at McCashins! 7pm Wednesday 26th June 

 

mailto:aarons@nzdanelson.co.nz
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Antler Horn Tusk Competition Results 

 

Mark’s winning red deer head 

Note: Photo-competition winners and pictures in July Echo. 

AHT Winners 

Peoples Store Trophy - Best Nelson deer head 

1st Karl Puklowski 13 point 243 6/8 

2nd Karl Puklowski 227 2/8 

All other stags out of district 

Williams Cup - Pig tusks 

1st Hamish Salmond 

no other entries. 
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Eddy Trophy - Best trophy on Douglas score conversion 

1st Sam Kingsbury Tahr 

2nd Eric Hall Tahr 

3rd Karl Puklowski Goat 

Sports Depot Cup - Best Chamois head 

1st Eric Hall 26 4/8 

2nd Mike DeGray 26 2/8 

3rd Aaron Shields 25 2/8 

Bob Baigent Cup - Best head taken by a junior 

1st Finn Dallas Chamois 24 4/8 

2nd Finn Dallas Red 9 point 250 6/8 

3rd Jasper Brannen Red 10 point 213 

Bob Baigent Trophy - Horned game other than Chamois 

1st Sam Kingsbury Tahr 45 

2nd Eric Hall Tahr 41 2/8 

3rd Karl Puklowski Goat 105 6/8 

Whitcombe Challenge Trophy - Best NZ Deer Head  

1st Mark Macdonald 

Rakiura Trophy - Best Whitetail 

No entries 

Shuttleworth Trophy - Best Red deer head 

1st Mark Macdonald 14 point 296 

2nd Kieran Hall 12 point 282 7/8 

3rd Cory Jones 278 6/8 

Women’s Trophy 

1st Carina Jackson Fallow 163 1/8 

2nd Malanie Bartlett Fallow 145 1/8 

Other Entries  
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Best Fallow Deer Eric Hall 179 3/8 

Best Bow shot animal Finn Dallas Goat 65 7/8 

No Rams entered this year 

 

And some horns! 

 

Fun for all. 
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Nelson Lakes Management Hunt – by David Haynes 

Breaking News 

In collaboration with Marlborough Branch, I organised the inaugural NZDA led Management Hunt in 
the Nelson Lakes National Park.  If this trial proves successful in the eyes of DOC and those who 
participated, more management hunts are a strong possibility. 

Previously run by DOC, these Management Hunts ran out of steam in 2023, despite the excellent 
efforts of Senior Ranger Melissa Griffin, so when the opportunity arose for us to manage the 
operation on behalf of DOC and to their requirements, it seemed an opportunity too good to miss (and 
hindsight says it was!!) as so thought the thirty eight NZDA members from across five branches who 
initially applied to participate. 

  

 

Gearing up for flights 

Thirty-three hunters were eventually confirmed and organised into nine teams, mostly teams of four, 
and allocated one of fourteen blocks created by Russell Silcock, cartographer and geographer (aka 
“mapper”) from Marlborough branch. 

Organising the hunt took up a lot of my time over the months of March to May.  Feedback is still being 
gathered but early indicators are that hunters had a great experience and have already registered 
their interest in participating in future such hunts, should the opportunity arrived. 
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Landscapes to “die for” and to hunt in 
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David and the Block 4 team with just some of the meat boned, chilled(!) and ready to fly out to a good 

home. 

Quite a few deer were shot, my team, under the leadership of Trev Dibben (Marlborough Branch 
president), managed to drop eighteen animals and recover over one hundred kilos of meat, all 
destined for food banks in Nelson and a soup kitchen in Blenheim, other than some eye fillets and 
back straps kept for friends and family. 

A huge thank you to Rob Hunter at Murchison Heli Tours;  Murchison Heli Tours Website  his flying 
and operational skills made the fly in and out as easy as pie.  Hunters were lucky to enjoy the 10% 
discount Rob offers to all NZDA paid up members. 

As Telly Savalas once sang, ‘A picture paints a thousand words’ and so here are a few photos of the 
management hunt: 

Full story to come in the next Mountain Echo 

 

https://www.murchisonhelitours.co.nz/
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Tim Arnott with a nice NLNP stag 
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Range Matters  
 
If interested in using the Range always check the calendar on our website: Nelson NZDA 
Range Info  
 
Always be aware of and comply with our Ranges’ Standing Orders – they are posted at the 
Ranges, but you should refresh yourself from our website: 
 
 
Packers Creek – Standing Orders Click Here  Range Use Etiquette - Etiquette and Golden 
Rules Click Here  
 
 
Murchison Community Range  - Standing Orders Click Here  

Zuppa Shoot Results 

 

 

A bit of wind for the Zuppa Shoot King’s Birthday Weekend 

https://www.nzdanelson.co.nz/range
https://www.nzdanelson.co.nz/range
https://cdn-asset-mel-2.airsquare.com/nzdanelson/library/packers-creek-range-standing-orders-2023.pdf?202308020037
https://cdn-asset-mel-2.airsquare.com/nzdanelson/library/nzda-golden-rules-safety-and-care-access-packers-creek-range-2021.pdf?202112172039
https://cdn-asset-mel-2.airsquare.com/nzdanelson/library/nzda-golden-rules-safety-and-care-access-packers-creek-range-2021.pdf?202112172039
https://cdn-asset-mel-2.airsquare.com/nzdanelson/library/murchison-community-rifle-range-standing-orders-2023.pdf?202308020036
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Zuppa Winners 

 

Date : 1- 2/06/2024                                     Title: 2024 ZUPPA Shoot 

Range: Nelson               S.I.                      Class: Heavy Benchrest - I 

======================================================= 

Name                       W      A      B      C      D      E       Agg       GAgg PN 

Ian            S.I. 100         .246   .145   .273   .191   .086    .1882  1 

Owen     2004 200         .399   .501   .613   .392   .293    .2198  1   .2040  1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Greg           S.I. 100         .195   .195   .260   .226   .289    .2330  4 

Couper     1001 200         .575   .517   .531   .269   .373    .2265  2   .2298  2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Steve          N.I. 100         .273   .143   .224   .198   .170    .2016  2 

Bell            1020 200         .600   .449   .706   .593   .348    .2696  3   .2356  3 

Range: Nelson               S.I.                      Class: Light Benchrest - I 

========================================================== 

Name                       W      A      B      C      D      E       Agg       GAgg PN 

 

Ian            S.I. 100         .179   .117   .215   .180   .116    .1614  1 

Owen     2004 200         .550   .216   .565   .400   .274    .2005  1   .1809  1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Greg           S.I. 100         .487   .362   .088   .146   .236    .2638  4 

Couper     1001 200         .616   .531   .387   .239   .530    .2303  2   .2470  2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Steve          S.I. 100         .259   .202   .169   .255   .253    .2276  3 

Williams   2014 200         .749   .453   .665   .379   .581    .2827  3   .2551  3 
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01/06/24   02/06/24         2 Gun 

                                        LBI        HBI  

 

  1 Ian            Owen                0.1809     0.2040        0.1925 

  2 Greg         Couper              0.2470     0.2298        0.2384 

  3 Steve        Bell                    0.2572     0.2356        0.2464 

 

 

Looks like Ian, Greg and the two Steves owned the Zuppa Competition on King’s Birthday weekend. 

The Matariki shoot is a chance to come along and have a go. All results at the end of this edition of The 

Echo. 

 

Have to get the recipe right! 
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Good shooting! Greg shot this 0.88 score at the Zuppa, five shots at 100 metres! He advises that Ian 

shot a 0.86 next day and that anything under 1.00 is pretty special. 
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                    Matariki 2024 Invitation 
The 2024 Multi event will be conducted at the Saxton indoor range and Packers Creek outdoor 

range the weekend of 28, 29, 30 June.  This event is open to all who wish to participate from 

either NZDA or TSNZ. 

The proposed events are: 

Friday 28 June (2pm onwards at Saxton)  1 x Single, 1 x Double Card 

Saturday 29 June (Gate at 9am at Packers)  5 x 50m Hunter Class (Score) Targets. 

Saturday 29 June (pm)     5 X 50m Group Targets 

Sunday 30 June (Gate at 9am at Packers)  2 x 50m International 25 Bull Targets. 

The Matariki Trophy will be awarded on placings in each event as all events scoring is not 

compatible. 

Entry Fees   Friday only   $20.00 

    All 3 days   $45.00 

Payment on the day or Direct Credit to a/c 020704 0448567 00   Please show name  

Please indicate your participation to Graeme Smith  lvhvbr@gmail.com or 03 5447138 for 

setting up shoot details. 

Food  Friday evening     light supper will be provided. 

  Saturday          Soup and rolls will be provided for lunch 

Sunday We will have a Cuppa and a sandwich at the completion of the               

shoot while placings are determined.      

     The Benchrest Club         

mailto:lvhvbr@gmail.com
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More Molesworth Magic - by Richard Wells 

I have now hunted Molesworth several times and become more spellbound by the landscapes and 

hunting there as time goes on. The last three missions there it has snowed lightly (February March 

and May!) and this adds spice and adventure.  

This trip into a block new to us was aimed at getting some meat (hence the May application) but as 

usual we went in with an open mind. Our recce into the block Friday afternoon was almost 

immediately disrupted by a light helicopter puttering around the valley, we guessed looking for cattle 

perhaps missed in a recent muster. Anyway, they didn’t find any and as it turned out neither it disrupt 

our hunt. 

Holed up and glassing the first major catchment that looked most “likely” on maps and Google Earth 

we were surprised to see a stag loitering down a bare scree on the opposite side of the gully. About 

face! And we watched and waited for an hour to see what his plans were (hoping he would progress 

downhill and save us a long uphill stalk). Nope. 

 

Glassing is much more fun when from a nice spot and with an animal to watch and talk about. 
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Stag posing above a rocky outcrop on what we think was maybe his roar spot. 

He pottered into a patch of low scrub which as usual turned out to be about 6 foot high cos he 

virtually disappeared. Then a hind and yearling popped out right there and goofed around. Family 

situation. This added complexity to our stalk planning…..and the stag settled in for his afternoon nap. 

Now or never was the mood, so while Dino agreed to act as mission control, Ros lead off as shooter 

and I took a hillstick to point and wave with, as well as a 75 litre pack and muslin for meat. The wind 

seemed settled, down-valley, and a good gutter of dead ground gave us a great option to climb into 

shooting range. First fail was we left UHF radios in ute so agreed complex semaphore system based 

on waving an orange cap in case things developed out of our sight. Later the second fail was to 

discover these radios in bottom of my pack – DUH!….but that was later. 

Upon crossing the stream, we immediately find the wind is now up-valley and uphill….in fact we were 

worried we might be scented from the gully floor. We rapidly changed plan and gear (to wonderment 

of mission control) and headed up another gutter topside of the scrub patch. An hour later and based 

on some obvious flax landmarks it was time to crest the ridge and look at where we had last seen the 

stag. Now this is where control freak Dads have to man up and stay out of the way. Nerve wracking. I 

sat down and tried to calmly glass the other way up-valley while Ros crept the last few hundred 

metres to a viewpoint. C’mon, she’s a good hunter, patient, and good shot! If it goes pear shaped at 

least it won’t be my fault and Ros can make her own decisions without consultation! We knew that if 

he stayed asleep it could be a prolonged wait for him to stand up and present himself for a shot. Five 

minutes later – Boom! That’s the 7mm-08 having a say. Then silence……. I run up and Ros is calmly 

ensuring rifle is clear. “He’s down.” Just like that. 

It transpired that on cresting the ridge, the wind changed, and the stag stood up and jogged out, 

pausing to look back for confirmation of bad things looming, presenting a good side-on shot. Fatal. 

Where the hind and fawn went, we never knew, Dino never saw them go either. Anyway, a lovely 11 

pointer for Ros, her best trophy yet and…as she put it “hunted properly!”. Sure was. 

Molesworth is awesome. The following day’s adventures in the next Echo. 
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“He’s down over there” says Ros, meaning about 150 metres away in scrub. Didn’t need my stick… 

 

Happy hunter heading home! Dino is on the clear face mid left of the picture across the stream (but 

without a radio!.......). 
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You won’t be needing that now, mate! We always carry muslin and a big pack in open country. 

 

A somewhat ignoble (but tasty) end to a noble beast - thanks James at Meat Solutions! 
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Last Club Night was – Competition Night! 

 

 

 

Chingy doesn’t believe a word of it! AHT at McCashins was a great chance to relive a few hunting 

moments! 
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A big thank you to Warren and Eric for measuring, Greg Monahan for photographic judging/taking 

photos and Aaron for organising and record keeping! 

Awesome venue! Thanks McCashins and for the three gift voucher prizes! 
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Who Gives a Rats? & Trapping Hui 

 

The weasel wants the mouse and the mouse wanted the maize…and so it goes. Learned at the 

trapping hui that mice are a fave of weasels so their presence in your trapbox is great to increase 

kills. 

 

Another “still life” set taken by Greg at our Packer’s Creek Range recently as an example of his and 

Carina’s unrelenting campaign of terror on pest animals there. 
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We had a cool stand at the Predator Free NZ Trapping Hui in Richmond. This attracted attention, and 
also keynote speaker Cam Speedy, renowned sika hunter & researcher, game animal biologist, 
trapping expert and conservationist (and that’s the shortlist of his skill set!). Jake from Fish ands 
Game was there too. 
 

 
 
Way of the Future? Smart traps: solar powered, satellite connected and AI driven to not spring on kea 
etc, only mustelids, cats or possums. The AI development is so a far more targeted approach can be 
undertaken (ie the opposite of 1080 toxin) in special areas e.g. whio/blue duck rivers. Southern Lakes 
branch are testing these in Greenstone Caples area. 
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Cam made it pretty clear that despite innovative developments underway the tried and true DOC 

150s and 200s, well deployed, maintained and set are the current best practice and option. 

 

A shout-out for NZDA members attending! Steve Holloway of MAD Conservation, Will Rickerby (last 

month’s hero in Echo!) Shawn Lawson (who gave me the above rabbits for stoat bait for my traps), 

Carina who attended on Saturday when I ran out of steam and anyone else who  was there and I 

didn’t catch up with! Of course, Cam Speedy is lead scientist in our Sika Tracking Project up north. 
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Fish and Game News 
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Lighten Up 
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Member Benefits – Know & Get Your Share! 
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Save your membership fee by using the NZDA discounts - click here:  

NZDA APP Discounts and More 

 

 

Membership with the NZDA comes with a number of benefits: 

• Membership App with discounts at major retailers. 

• Regular newsletters, advice and information directly to your inbox, both at your local 

Branch level and on nationally significant level. We inform our members about events and 

changes in the laws affecting hunting and shooting. We will also be the first to tell our 

members about current lobbying issues. 

• Exclusive NZDA discounts: 

o Interisland Ferry group booking discount (contact us for the code) 

o Go Native outdoor meals and snacks, 25% discount 

o Ridgeline Clothing - functional, purpose designed hunting gear, 10% discount + 

exclusive discounts for HUNTS Instructors and graduates 

o SWAZI Pro Deal, sign-up with your valid NZDA membership 

o AJ Productions - electronic game caller and trail cameras, 10% discount 

o Kilwell Sports hunting supplies, 15% discounts on website orders 

o Hunting with Huntahr Guiding, 10% discount 

o Heli Sika, 10% discount on helicopter flights to hunting blocks 

o Murchison Heli Tours, 10% off your flights 

o NZ Taxidermy Ltd, 10% discount on mounts 

o 30% discount of Department of Conservation annual Backcountry Hut Pass or 'Hut 

Pass'. See the DoC website for more details 

o Bush Life NZ, 20% discount on web orders 

o 10% discount at all good sporting, shooting and hunter retailers on request 

• Public Liability Insurance when hunting and undertaking NZDA activities 

• Quarterly Member Magazine: NZ Hunting & Wildlife - Spring, Summer, Autumn and Winter 

• Branch club nights and guest speakers 

• Conference and events 

• Competitions 

• Access to rifle ranges 

• Networks of facilities, accommodation and huts 

• HUNTS training program – training courses & certification for HUNTS Instructors 

• Head measuring – access to Douglas score measurers 

• Research grants 

 

https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/what-we-do/governance/nzda-app/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/what-we-do/governance/nzda-app/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/resources/publications/newsletters/
https://gonativeworld.com/
https://swazi.co.nz/pages/farm-trade-pro-deal-application-form
http://www.ajproductions.co.nz/
https://www.kilwell.co.nz/NZDA
http://www.huntahr.co.nz/
https://www.murchisonhelitours.co.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/nztaxidermy/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-stay/stay-in-a-hut/booking-and-paying/backcountry-hut-pass-hut-ticket-terms-and-conditions/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/places-to-stay/stay-in-a-hut/booking-and-paying/backcountry-hut-pass-hut-ticket-terms-and-conditions/
https://bushlifenz.com/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/what-we-do/governance/national-policy/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/resources/publications/magazine-nz-hunting-and-wildlife/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/what-we-do/get-involved/national-competitions/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/training-courses/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/resources/animals/trophy-scoring-douglas-score/
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/what-we-do/our-services/research-fund/
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SUPPORTERS OF NELSON NZDA HUNTS COURSES AND KAI RESCUE MORE INFO HERE: 

MEAT SOLUTIONS 

Red Deer Lodge  

• Information on costs and bookings of the Red Deer Lodge at Lake Rotoiti Red Deer Lodge  

• Contact for Accom: info@starnaudholidaycottages.co.nz  

• Always remember to advise you are a Nelson member. 

2024 Branch Committee, Information & Contacts  

• All details can be found on our refreshed website: Nelson Branch Committee  

• Website Nelson Branch NZDA   

• Facebook Facebook Nelson NZDA  

 

Other Key Links - click on the orange. 

• NZDA National Association NZDA  

• DOC Hunting Portal Hunting Conservation Land   

• Fiordland Wapiti Foundation Wapiti  

• Game Animal Council GAC  

• Walking Access NZ  WAMS Maps 

• LINZ Basemaps MAPS Link     

Ballots 

• Haast Ballot   
• Wanaka Ballot 
• Southland Waikaia  Leithen Bush Wainakarua  Catlins     
• Fiordland Wapiti Foundation Ballot  

• COLFO COLFO 

• Mountain Safety Council  MSC  

• MSC Videos on everything safety and hunting Watch Videos  

• Avalanche Advisory Avalanche Advisory Site  

• NZ Police (Firearms Law) Firearms 

• Police Firearms Safety Videos FSA Safety Videos  

Also see here for firearms storage and carriage: NZ Police Guide to Lawful Storage and Carriage of 

Firearms 

 

https://meatsolutions.co.nz/
https://www.nzdanelson.co.nz/red-deer-lodge
mailto:info@starnaudholidaycottages.co.nz
https://www.nzdanelson.co.nz/more-info/2021-committee
https://www.nzdanelson.co.nz/
https://www.facebook.com/NelsonNzda
https://www.deerstalkers.org.nz/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/
https://www.fwf.net.nz/
https://nzgameanimalcouncil.org.nz/
https://www.herengaanuku.govt.nz/maps/outdoor-access-maps/
https://basemaps.linz.govt.nz/?s=topographic&i=topographic#@-42.2300886,172.5179176,z13.782
file:///C:/Users/Resourcewise%20Ltd/Desktop/NZDA/Echo/2022/8%20Sept/DOC%20Main%20Hunting%20Information%20Portal
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/what-to-hunt/deer/red-deer/wanaka-roar-block-system/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/where-to-hunt/southland/mainland-southland-hunting/where-to-hunt/waikaia-forest-conservation-area/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/where-to-hunt/southland/mainland-southland-hunting/where-to-hunt/leithen-bush-scenic-reserve/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/where-to-hunt/southland/mainland-southland-hunting/where-to-hunt/leithen-bush-scenic-reserve/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/where-to-hunt/otago/coastal-otago-north-of-the-catlins-hunting/where-to-hunt/waianakarua/
https://www.doc.govt.nz/parks-and-recreation/things-to-do/hunting/where-to-hunt/otago/catlins-hunting/?tab-id=27676
http://www.fwf.net.nz/
https://www.colfo.org.nz/about-colfo
https://www.mountainsafety.org.nz/
https://www.mountainsafety.org.nz/videos/
https://avalanche.net.nz/
https://www.police.govt.nz/advice-services/firearms-and-safety
https://www.youtube.com/@FirearmsSafetyAuthority
https://www.police.govt.nz/sites/default/files/publications/firearms-secure-storage-guidance.pdf
https://www.police.govt.nz/sites/default/files/publications/firearms-secure-storage-guidance.pdf
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All Results 2024 Zuppa Shoot at Nelson NZDA Packers Creek Range 

Date : 02/06/2024                                     Title: 2024 ZUPPA Shoot 

Range: Nelson               S.I.                      Class: Heavy Benchrest - I 

======================================================= 

Name                       W      A      B      C      D      E       Agg       GAgg PN 

 

Ian            S.I. 100         .246   .145   .273   .191   .086    .1882  1 

Owen     2004 200         .399   .501   .613   .392   .293    .2198  1   .2040  1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Greg           S.I. 100         .195   .195   .260   .226   .289    .2330  4 

Couper     1001 200         .575   .517   .531   .269   .373    .2265  2   .2298  2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Steve          N.I. 100         .273   .143   .224   .198   .170    .2016  2 

Bell            1020 200         .600   .449   .706   .593   .348    .2696  3   .2356  3 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tony           S.I. 100         .277   .210   .124   .228   .190    .2058  3 

Titheridge 2012 200         .544   .738   .816   .330   .700    .3128  5   .2593  4 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Helen          S.I. 100         .264   .235   .368   .285   .271    .2846  6 

Owen        2005 200         .446   .709   .409   .443   .805    .2812  4   .2829  5 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Steve          S.I. 100         .248   .464   .204   .269   .238    .2846  7 

Williams    2014 200         .582   .895   .489   .543   .819    .3328  6   .3087  6 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Graeme         S.I. 100         .349   .351   .177   .196   .278    .2702  5 

Smith           2013 200         .761   .880   .840   .815   .468    .3764  7   .3233  7 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
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Michael        S.I. 100         .846   .651   .390   .251   .711    .5698  8 

Kidson       2106 200         .628   .855  1.359  1.987  1.862    .6691  8   .6195  8 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Best Scores 100                           | Best Scores 200 

                                           |                                         

 A    G Couper            .195             | A    I Owen              .399           

 B    S Bell              .143             | B    S Bell              .449           

 C    T Titheridge        .124             | C    H Owen        .409           

 D    I Owen              .191             | D    G Couper        .269           

 E    I Owen              .086             | E    I Owen             .293           

 

 SG   I Owen      .086  (Rec .068) | SG   G Couper     .269  (Rec .203) 

 Agg  I Owen      .1882 (Rec .1622)| Agg  I Owen       .2198 (Rec .1819) 

 

Date : 01/06/2024                                     Title: 2024 ZUPPA Shoot 

Range: Nelson               S.I.                      Class: Light Benchrest - I 

========================================================== 

Name                       W      A      B      C      D      E       Agg       GAgg PN 

 

Ian            S.I. 100         .179   .117   .215   .180   .116    .1614  1 

Owen     2004 200         .550   .216   .565   .400   .274    .2005  1   .1809  1 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Greg           S.I. 100         .487   .362   .088   .146   .236    .2638  4 

Couper     1001 200         .616   .531   .387   .239   .530    .2303  2   .2470  2 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Steve          S.I. 100         .259   .202   .169   .255   .253    .2276  3 

Williams   2014 200         .749   .453   .665   .379   .581    .2827  3   .2551  3 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Steve          N.I. 100         .167   .172   .228   .184   .235    .1972  2 

Bell           1020 200         .525   .852   .428   .842   .525    .3172  4   .2572  4 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Helen          S.I. 100         .363   .276   .273   .425   .168    .3010  5 

Owen      2005 200        1.044   .471   .701   .825   .535    .3576  6   .3293  5 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Tony           S.I. 100         .403   .294   .323   .333   .216    .3138  6 

Titheridg  2012 200         .735  1.042   .840   .752   .577    .3946  7   .3542  6 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Graeme         S.I. 100         .556   .239   .254   .667   .412    .4256  8 

Smith          2013 200         .595   .999   .488   .638   .821    .3541  5   .3899  7 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Michael        S.I. 100         .329   .858   .289   .260   .362    .4196  7 

Kidson       2106 200         .758  1.266  1.017   .602   .981    .4624  8   .4410  8 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 Best Scores 100                           | Best Scores 200 

                                           |                                         

 A    S Bell              .167             | A    S Bell            .525           

 B    I Owen             .117             | B    I Owen         .216           

 C    G Couper         .088             | C    G Couper    .387           

 D    G Couper         .146             | D    G Couper    .239           

 E    I Owen              .116             | E    I Owen         .274           

 

 SG   G Couper            .088  (Rec .065) | SG   I Owen     .216  (Rec .133) 

 Agg  I Owen              .1614 (Rec .1812)| Agg  I Owen      .2005 (Rec .1978) 
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MULTI GUN RESULTS (Group) – 2024 Zuppa2Gun 

01/06/24   02/06/24         2 Gun 

                                        LBI        HBI  

 

  1 Ian            Owen                0.1809     0.2040        0.1925 

  2 Greg         Couper              0.2470     0.2298        0.2384 

  3 Steve        Bell                    0.2572     0.2356        0.2464 

  4 Steve        Williams             0.2551     0.3087        0.2819 

  5 Helen        Owen                 0.3293     0.2829        0.3061 

  6 Tony          Titheridge           0.3542     0.2593        0.3068 

  7 Graeme     Smith                 0.3898     0.3233        0.3566 

  8 Michael      Kidson               0.4410     0.6194        0.5302 

 


